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Abstract—In the era of generative artificial intelligence (AI),
the quest for energy-efficient AI models is increasing. The
increasing size of recent AI models has led to quantization
techniques that reduce large models’ computing and memory
requirements. This study aims to compare the energy con-
sumption of five quantization methods, viz. Gradient-based Post-
Training Quantization (GPTQ), Activation-aware Weight Quan-
tization (AWQ), GPT-Generated Model Language (GGML), GPT-
Generated Unified Format (GGUF), and Bits and Bytes (BNB). We
benchmark and analyze the energy efficiency of these commonly
used quantization methods during inference. This preliminary
exploration found that GGML and its successor GGUF were the
most energy-efficient quantization methods. Our findings reveal
significant variability in energy profiles across methods, challeng-
ing the notion that lower precision universally improves efficiency.
The results underscore the need to benchmark quantization
techniques from an energy perspective beyond just model com-
pression. Our findings could guide the selection of models using
quantization techniques and the development of new quantization
techniques that prioritize energy efficiency, potentially leading to
more environmentally friendly AI deployments.

Index Terms—Quantization, Energy Consumption, Green AI,
Energy Efficiency

I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligent (AI)-based applications have become
ubiquitous, touching almost all aspects of modern human life
and extending their influence to diverse domains. However, the
environmental sustainability of AI-based systems, especially
during the inference phase, has become a pressing concern.
Recent studies reveal the staggering energy consumption and
carbon emissions associated with deploying and running large
AI models for inference [1], [2].

In response, techniques such as weight quantization [3]
are gaining traction. Quantization compresses models by re-
ducing numerical precision, and in turn, reduces computing
and memory requirements at the inference time to limit
energy usage. Researchers have proposed several quantiza-
tion methods including Activation-aware Weight Quantiza-
tion (AWQ) [4], Gradient-based Post-Training Quantization
(GPTQ) [5], Bits and Bytes (BNB) [6], GPT-Generated Model
Language (GGML) [7] and GPT-Generated Unified Format
(GGUF) [8]. However, their comparative energy effectiveness
is under-explored.

Past studies for energy-aware quantization [9]–[11] have
focused primarily on model compression, reducing computa-
tional complexity and memory usage by lowering weight and

activation precision. While these methods have shown reduc-
tions in model size and FLOPs, their relative energy efficiency
remains unclear. Most existing techniques do not explicitly
optimize energy consumption, and their hardware-dependent
savings are difficult to compare. This poses challenges when
selecting among multiple methods that compress models to
the same size.

Our study addresses this gap by exploring state-of-the-art
quantization techniques through comparative energy bench-
marking of leading same-size quantized models (LLAMA-2-
7B). By uniformly evaluating prominent 4-bit quantization
techniques, we reveal energy profile variability that compres-
sion rates do not explain. Our findings underscore the need
to develop quantization optimized holistically for accuracy,
model size, and energy efficiency. By comparing their en-
ergy consumption at the matched quantization levels, we can
characterize the energy efficiency of each method, fostering
innovations further in the pursuit of energy-efficient AI [12],
[13].

II. BACKGROUND

A. Quantization Methods

We briefly discuss common quantization methods and their
key characteristics.
Activation-aware Weight Quantization (AWQ): AWQ [4]
is a post-training quantization technique that leverages the
observation that not all weights in a large language model are
equally important. By identifying and preserving just a small
fraction (0.1%–1.0%) of the most salient weights, AWQ can
significantly reduce quantization error. Interestingly, in AWQ,
the weight salience is determined by the magnitude of the
corresponding activation values rather than the weight values
themselves.
Gradient-based Post-Training Quantization (GPTQ):
GPTQ [5] is a post-training quantization method that aims to
find the optimal quantized weights to minimize the difference
between the outputs of the full precision and quantized
models. It formulates the layer-wise compression problem as
a least squares optimization, which is solved using a variant
of the Optimal Brain Surgeon algorithm [14].
Bits and Bytes (BNB): BNB [6] is a unified framework for
quantization-aware training that compresses model weights to
4 bits of precision, significantly reducing memory footprint
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while maintaining performance close to the full precision. It
leverages a novel data type called 4-bit NormalFloat (NF4),
which is theoretically optimal for representing normally dis-
tributed weights. BNB stores the quantized weights in 4-
bit precision but performs computations in 16-bit or 32-
bit precision to ensure numerical stability and computational
efficiency.
GPT-Generated Model Language (GGML): GGML [7] is a
binary format for distributing quantized transformer language
models. It uses techniques like low-precision quantization to
reduce model size and computational requirements. The for-
mat consists of the model’s hyperparameters, vocabulary, and
quantized weight tensors grouped into layers. By exploiting
reduced precision, GGML enables running large models on
consumer hardware.
GPT-Generated Unified Format (GGUF): GGUF [8] is a
successor to now deprecated GGML, designed to address its
limitations by creating a generalized file format that maintains
backward compatibility and avoids frequent breaking changes.
GGML faced challenges in incorporating extra model infor-
mation and introducing new features without causing com-
patibility issues, requiring users to modify complex settings
manually. GGUF overcomes these obstacles by allowing the
addition of new features while maintaining compatibility with
older models, simplifying the transition to newer versions [15].
It incorporates quantization-aware kernel optimization tech-
niques and extensibility features. It offers advantages such
as single-file deployment, faster loading and saving, a user-
friendly design, and comprehensive information storage, con-
tributing to a more streamlined and accessible process for
working with large language models.

B. Energy Consumption Calculation

To accurately assess the energy efficiency of the quanti-
zation methods, it is essential to distinguish between power
consumption and energy consumption. Power consumption
represents the rate of energy transfer or consumption, typically
measured in Watts (W), while energy consumption refers to
the total amount of energy consumed over a specific period or
operation, often expressed in Watt-hours (Wh) or Joules (J);
one Joule is equivalent to 1 Watt-sec. This study calculates
and reports energy consumption values by considering both
the power consumption and the duration of the inference
operation.

III. METHODOLOGY

This study employs CodeCarbon [16], an open-source tool,
to measure and compare the energy consumption of promi-
nent quantization techniques during inference. CodeCarbon
estimates the energy usage and associated carbon emissions
for computing tasks based on the underlying hardware speci-
fications.

We evaluate five leading quantization methods—GPTQ,
AWQ, GGML, GGUF, and BNB. We quantize a transformer-
based model LLAMA-2-7B [17] down to a uniform bandwidth
(i.e., 4 bits) for uniform comparison. We use wikitext-2 [18]

dataset to benchmark inference across all considered quanti-
zation methods. Energy consumption is estimated for running
inference on this dataset in milliWatt-hour (mWh).

A. Experimental Setup

The hardware used for benchmarking is a single NVIDIA
3070 Ti GPU coupled with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5317
CPU. We conduct five experiments per method to account
for randomness in energy consumption. We use the same
hyperparameter settings and prompt selection for all quan-
tization methods. Specifically, we use a batch size of 1, a
sequence length of 512, and no beam search or other sampling
techniques during inference.

We randomly sample a set of 100 prompts from the
wikitext-2 dataset. The same prompts are used across all
quantization methods to ensure a fair comparison. Regarding
inference throughput, we measure it in terms of tokens per
second without any constraints or caps applied. This means
that the models are allowed to generate as many tokens as
needed to complete the prompt without any limitations. This
approach ensures that the measured throughput accurately re-
flects the computational expense of each quantization method
without introducing any potential biases.

Our methodology enables an empirical comparison of lead-
ing quantization methods from an energy consumption stand-
point. By isolating the effects of quantization from other
factors, we can identify the most energy-efficient strategies
to inform Green AI research and practice.

IV. RESULTS: IS LOWER BITWIDTH ALONE SUFFICIENT
FOR SELECTING AN ENERGY-EFFICIENT MODEL?

Table I presents the average energy consumption and
throughput measurements for prominent 4-bit quantization
techniques benchmarked in this study. We executed text
generation inference for standardized prompts from wikitext-
2 [18] dataset using each quantization method. We measure the
energy usage in milliwatt-hours (mWh) across three hardware
components—GPU, CPU, and RAM—for each quantization
technique during the inference stage. We also report the token
generation throughput in tokens per second for each method.
Furthermore, we use perplexity (PPL) [19] to evaluate the
quality of the generated text, where lower PPL indicates
better output quality. Similar to the Hugging Face optimum
benchmark (optimum/llm-perf-leaderboard) [20], we use to-
kens generated per unit energy consumed (t/mWh) as a metric,
which represents the cost of each token generated with respect
to energy consumption. This metric provides insights into the
energy efficiency of each quantization technique in terms of
the number of tokens generated per milliwatt-hour of energy
used.

Our preliminary investigation comparing the 4-bit quanti-
zation methods has revealed significant variability in energy
efficiency, challenging the notion that reduced model size
universally translates to energy savings. While techniques
like GPTQ, AWQ, and BNB enable 4-bit quantization with
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minimal accuracy loss, their energy consumption profiles di-
verge considerably. Our initial benchmarks demonstrate GGML
and GGUF can offer over 200% energy savings relative to
GPTQ despite matching 4-bit precision. This suggests that
the quantization approach drives energy efficiency, not merely
lower bitwidth.

Energy advantages are highly dependent on model archi-
tecture and layer distribution. No single technique optimizes
all scenarios. Energy-aware quantization demands accounting
for model internals and hardware interactions, not just model
size. Our study reveals that GGML and it’s successor GGUF
technique are the most energy-efficient quantization meth-
ods, consuming just 308 and 318 mWh respectively, combined
for GPU, CPU, and RAM, compared to 1, 123 mWh for GPTQ,
528 mWh for Bits and Bytes, 809 mWh for AWQ. Moreover,
GGUF achieves the best tokens per milliwatt-hour (t/mWh),
throughput and perplexity score, making it the most energy-
efficient choice for generating tokens without compromising
the output’s quality.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF QUANTIZATION TECHNIQUES’ ENERGY CONSUMPTION.

Model Energy cons. (mWh) Throughput Energy PPLGPU CPU RAM (t/sec) (t/mWh)

GPTQ 732 191 200 32.6 0.47 6.09

GGML 224 40 44 290.77 2.16 7.54

GGUF 232 41 45 342.11 3.42 5.96
AWQ 560 118 131 51.41 0.46 6.02

BNB 339 90 99 24.3 0.37 7.90

We envision the community moving beyond accuracy-
centric notions like model size for quantization space ex-
ploration and embracing energy consumption as a first-class
optimization objective. The move will pave the way for novel
quantization techniques optimized for efficiency across diverse
models, not one-size-fits-all compression.

V. RESULTS: DO WE USE CPU OR GPU TO DEPLOY A
QUANTIZED MODEL?

Our study comparing the energy consumption of 4-bit
quantization methods has significant implications for hardware
selection when deploying quantized models. The choice be-
tween using a CPU or GPU can greatly impact the performance
and efficiency of the quantized model.
CPU considerations: Using a CPU for inference with a
quantized model has some potential trade-offs, as listed below.

• GGML and GGUF are optimized for CPUs, providing
native support for features like 16-bit floats and integer
quantization down to 4-bits. They utilize CPU vectoriza-
tion instructions for improved performance [7].

• CPUs tend to be more cost-effective, especially for up-
grading to support larger models. The expense of high-
end GPUs with ample VRAM may be prohibitive. How-
ever, CPUs can struggle with parallel processing work-
loads required by larger models. An older CPU may take

substantially longer to generate tokens compared to newer
CPUs.

• CPUs generally consume less power than GPUs during in-
ference. But slower run times may offset this benefit [21].

GPU considerations: GPUs also have trade-offs for quantized
model inference.

• GPUs offer much faster inference thanks to massively
parallel architecture, which is important for real-time
applications [21].

• Although originally designed for CPUs, techniques like
GGML now also support GPU offloading. Users can con-
trol the amount of computation dispatched to GPUs while
retaining the remainder on CPUs by adjusting the number
of offloaded layers.

• Some quantization methods such as GPTQ and AWQ
provide optimizations for GPUs, potentially improving
speed and lowering memory usage [4], [5].

• While GPUs draw more power, their speed can result in
lower total energy consumption compared to slower but
lower-power CPUs [21].

Our findings suggest that developing quantization methods
optimized for specific hardware can enable more efficient
deployments. Understanding the energy consumption patterns
on different hardware also empowers practitioners to balance
performance and efficiency [21].

VI. DISCUSSION

Our findings underscore the promising potential of spe-
cialized quantization formats such as GGML and GGUF for
achieving superior energy efficiency compared to general-
purpose techniques such as GPTQ, AWQ, and BNB. A key
contributor could be GGUF’s design focus on optimizing
transformer-based language model inference. By tailoring
quantization strategies and data layouts to the LLM use case,
GGUF may leverage hardware more effectively than general
techniques. This hardware-aware specialization aligns with co-
designing efficient AI algorithms and systems. Additionally,
GGUF prioritized deployment on resource-constrained devices
from inception, influencing architectural choices favouring
reduced energy consumption over other metrics.

Looking ahead, extending GGUF’s efficiency to activa-
tion quantization and mixed-precision arithmetic is promis-
ing, potentially drawing from AWQ’s activation-aware princi-
ples. Combining GGUF with complementary techniques such
as pruning or distillation could further push performance-
efficiency frontiers. From a systems perspective, continued
co-design of efficient sparse and quantized compute kernels
tailored for LLMs will unlock further speedups and sav-
ings by leveraging hardware sparse tensor support, custom
DMA(Direct Memory Access) engines, and quantized matrix
multiply units. Furthermore, while this study focused on
inference, quantization enabling efficient LLM fine-tuning and
lifelong learning is an intriguing future direction as rapid task
adaptation becomes crucial. Finally, evaluating quantization
across diverse hardware platforms beyond GPUs and CPUs is
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also important, as architectural traits could favour different
compression strategies.

VII. RELATED WORK

A. Energy-Efficient Deep Learning

The growing concern over the environmental impact of
large-scale deep learning models has motivated research into
improving the energy efficiency of AI systems. Strubell et
al. [1] highlighted the significant energy consumption and
carbon emissions associated with training large language mod-
els, spurring efforts to develop more sustainable AI practices,
including techniques to reduce the computational and energy
requirements of deep learning models. Luccioni et al. [2]
provided a comprehensive overview of the power consumption
challenges in AI deployment, underscoring the need for holistic
optimization of models, hardware, and software for energy
efficiency.

B. Model Quantization

One prominent approach to improving the energy efficiency
of deep learning models is model quantization, which reduces
the numerical precision of model parameters and activations.
This can lead to significant reductions in model size, memory
usage, and computational complexity. Existing quantization
techniques, such as Gradient-based Post-Training Quantization
(GPTQ) [5], Activation-aware Weight Quantization (AWQ) [4],
Bits and Bytes (BNB) [6], GPT-Generated Model Language
(GGML) [7], and GPT-Generated Unified Format (GGUF) [8],
have demonstrated the ability to compress models while main-
taining accuracy, but their comparative energy efficiency has
not been extensively explored.

Several studies have explored the use of quantization tech-
niques for compressing large deep learning models, enabling
efficient deployment on resource-constrained devices [22]. Wei
et al. [23] investigated the impact of quantization on code
generation tasks, demonstrating that quantization can compress
large models without significant accuracy or robustness degra-
dation, allowing the deployment of a 6B model on a regular
laptop.

C. Energy-Aware Quantization

Prior studies have investigated the energy implications of
model quantization but have primarily focused on reducing
computational complexity and memory usage without ex-
plicitly optimizing for energy consumption [24]. Moons et
al. [10] proposed a minimum energy quantized neural network
approach, while Wang et al. [11] developed a hardware-aware
automated quantization method. However, these studies did not
provide a comprehensive comparison of leading quantization
techniques from an energy efficiency perspective.

D. Green AI Practices

The field of Green AI has gained attention, with researchers
advocating for energy efficiency as an important evaluation
criterion alongside accuracy [25]. Yarally et al. [26] explored
energy-efficient practices in deep learning training, such as

hyperparameter tuning strategies and model complexity’s im-
pact on energy consumption. Researchers have also explored
energy-efficient AI systems and practices, although not specifi-
cally focused on quantization methods. Stecyk and Enescu [27]
presented a comprehensive review of Collaborative Energy
Optimization Platforms (CEOP), which leverage AI algorithms
for optimizing energy systems. Zhou et al. [28] introduced
EfficientBioAI, a toolbox for compressing bioimaging AI
models to reduce energy cost and inference time without
compromising accuracy.

Despite these advancements in Green AI, there remains a
lack of comprehensive benchmarking studies that compare the
energy efficiency and computational performance of different
quantization methods on standardized deep learning models
and datasets. Our work addresses this gap by conducting a de-
tailed benchmarking of prominent 4-bit quantization methods,
evaluating their energy consumption and computational per-
formance on a standardized deep learning model and dataset.
This allows for a more nuanced understanding of the energy
efficiency trade-offs associated with different quantization ap-
proaches, which can inform the development of future energy-
optimized quantization techniques.

VIII. IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Our study comparing the energy efficiency of prominent
quantization techniques has several key implications for re-
search and practice towards sustainable AI systems. First,
the variability in energy profiles among methods that achieve
similar model compression highlights the need to make energy
optimization an explicit design criterion alongside accuracy.
Our results imply that future quantization techniques consider
minimizing energy and carbon footprint in addition to model
size and FLOPs. Second, the superior energy efficiency of
methods such as GGUF optimized for CPU hardware under-
scores the importance of co-developing software and hardware.
This suggests value in profiling algorithms across diverse hard-
ware devices to guide optimized codesign. Third, our findings
reveal opportunities to select the most efficient quantization
scheme based on model architecture, hardware platform, and
use case constraints. This empirical data can inform greener
model development, training, and deployment patterns tailored
to specific applications. Finally, looking ahead, further efforts
in benchmarking emerging methods on larger models, newer
hardware, and across full training cycles could provide more
robust insights. Developing standard energy efficiency metrics
and reporting practices is critical to enable transparent model
comparisons.
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